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Most of my 
colleagues and 

also medical 
interlocutors are 

positive wrt to 
the ML 

capabilities. 



Some are a little 
wary of the 

actual 
performance of 

ML systems. 



Few are seriously 
worried about 

the more or less 
far consequences 

of its use in 
human work (in 

medicine). 
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Mind that Health Informatics IS NOT  
“AI in medicine”.  

It is the discipline considering how to 
design, develop and control (cf. 

Wiener) socio-technical systems where 
AI, IA systems and humans interact to 

improve and manage healthcare. 
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Why should 
medical doctors 

care about 
data and 

algorithms? 
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Any human use of any 
technology entails to rip the 

“black box” curtain and increase 
awareness, knowledge and 
empowerment in end-users. 

The EUD approach… 



What are the unintended consequences of 
deploying accurate ML systems in medicine? 
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OVERCONFIDENCE	

q  Lack, oblivion or 

ignorance of plan 
B, i.e., either 
contingency plan 

or alternatives.   

q Lack of 
autonomy; 

q Abuse, i.e., 
use beyond 
actual need; 

 



OVERDEPENDENCE	


OVERRELIANCE	


OVERCONFIDENCE	

q  Thinking it will 

never fail; 

q  Thinking it will 
never harm; 

q  Thinking it will 
never be wrong; 
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SEMIOTIC DESENSITIZATION 

the progressive decrease of responsiveness 
and sensitivity of physicians with respect to 
material, bodily signs of the patient in favor 
of their quantified representation in 
electronic patient records, and decision 
support tools. 
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SPOCK: Medical banks, compute described subject's physical age, using established norms as comparative base.  
COMPUTER: Working. Subject's physical age based on physiological profile, between sixty and seventy two. Aging 
rapidly.  
KIRK: No, I'm thirty four. I'm thirty four years old.  
STOCKER: The computer differs with you, Captain.  
SPOCK: Doctor McCoy.  
MCCOY: Yes.  
SPOCK: Will you give us your professional evaluation of Captain Kirk's present physical condition.  
MCCOY: Captain Kirk is suffering from a, a peculiar physical degeneration which strongly resembles aging.  
SPOCK: Is not his mental capacity degenerating even more rapidly?  
MCCOY: Yes, yes, but he's a better man right now  
SPOCK: Doctor, you heard the computer's analysis of Captain Kirk's physical age. Do you agree with it?  
MCCOY: It's a blasted machine, Spock! You can't argue with a machine.  
SPOCK: Do you agree with it, Doctor?  
MCCOY: Yes. Yes, I do, agree. And I am sorry, Jim.  

EMPIRICAL SCLEROSIS AND COMPLACENCY 
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